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Welcome to Booktube!

There is no better platform to be right now, than 
YouTube. Video is king and will only continue to grow.
 
• 6 out of 10 people prefer online video to live TV
• YouTube is the 2nd largest search engine
• There are 1 billion mobile views/day 
• In 2015, TV time decreased 4% while YouTube 

went up 74%
• YouTube reaches more 18-49 yo’s than any 

broadcast or Cable TV network
• DanTDM earned $16.5M on YouTube in 2017
 Source: Brandwatch

What’s not to love about YouTube!

This Booktube Workbook 
will help you to 

• Find your channel niche
• Build a filming space
• Find the best equipment 
• Learn more about video editing software
• Understand where to find video ideas
• Create a content calendar

Are you ready?

Let’s go!

Lisa London
Planner Boss & Romance Author
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       Equipment + Software let’s setup your filiming space

I started out using the built-in camera and mic on my iMac and it worked great! 
I’d definitely upgrade to a Vlogging camera and master that before moving up to 
a DSLR. DSLRs are expensive, heavy and pretty complicated if you’re going to 
use manual focus.

$ Smartphone, iPad or your computer

$$ Vlogging Camera: Canon GX7 or the Sony RX100

$$$ DSLR: Canon Rebel T7i + Sigma Zoom Lense [a low f-stop number creates 
the blurry background]

1 |  Camera

My favorite is the Blue Yeti. I had a professional sound guy calibrate my 
Senneheiser wirelss mics [$1K consultation fee] and I still couldn’t get 
them exactly right so my point is the more expensive you go, the more 
educated you will need to become in order to take advantage of your 
new mic. 

$ built-in mic on your device

$$ Blue Yeti Mic or Rode Lapel Mic

$$$ Sennheiser Mics

Note: Do not purchase a mic that does not connect directly with your 
camera. Syncing video + sound together is VERY difficult. It is the reason 
that Hollywood has the big wooden snapchart and then someone yells 
out which take it is. i.e. “Vampire Diaries, Take 15” followed by a huge snap 
sound because they need the snap to line up the audio + video tracks 
when editing.

2 | Mic
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       Equipment + Software let’s setup your filiming space        Equipment + Software let’s setup your filiming space

The key to good lighting is to avoid direct sunlight, remove lights behind you and have 
all light directed at your face to create a clearer picture + more flattering video 

$ Natural Sunlight

$$ Box Lights

$$$ Diva Light Ring 

3 | Lighting

4 | Backdrop

5 | Video Editing Software

While bookshelves are the most common, you can really have any type of 
background but the key is to make sure it’s clean and free of garbage. In other words, 
pick up the garbage, dust the table, put away the laundry and pick up your shoes off 
the floor. 

$ Bookshelf

NOTE: I strongly advise against using a green screen and then pasting in a fake 
background. People want to watch Booktubers to get to know them as a person and 
see where you “hang out and read”.

$ Shoot a perfect video that doesn’t require editing or iMovie [comes free with Mac]

$$ Filmora

$$$ Adobe Premiere* or Final Cut Pro

*NOTE: I have a free Adobe Premiere Editing Tutorial on my YouTube channel: Lisa 
London Books
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       Creating Content let’s create some videos

THEME Choose a genre of books you’d like to review and discuss on your 
channel. It’s okay to do multiple genres but I would strongly advise to niche 
down and then once your channel grows, you can expand out to other genres

STYLE Do you want to be a humorous channel? A serious channel? A super 
inclusive, friendly channel where you mostly do livestreams so you can 
engage with your audience? Whatever you choose, make sure to let your true 
personality shine through and be authentic. 

1 |  Channel Theme & Style

2 | Posting Frequency

Choose how often you will post, let people know and then make sure to stick to 
it. Make sure to choose your posting frequency based your schedule and how 
much time you can allocate to creating, editing and posting your videos. 

For me, I know it takes me 4 hours for each video

 � 1 hour to research video topics

 � 1 hour to record the video

 � 1 hour to edit

 � 1 hour to create the thumbnail and social media posts
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       Creating Content let’s create some videos        Creating Content let’s create some videos

3 | Your 1st Videos

4 | Where To Find Video Ideas

5 | Standard Booktube Videos

Research by watching videos of other channels

 � Subscribe to other Booktube Channels

 � Say Hello + Introduce yourself in the comments section of one of their videos

 � Make a list of things you love/don’t love about their videos + video topics

These videos will help potential viewers find you

 � Your Channel Trailer

 � New To BookTube Tag

Here are standard videos you can find on almost all booktube channels

 � Booktube Tags - don’t wait for someone to tag you; tag yourself!

 � TBR

 � Book Hauls

 � Month End Wrap Up

 � New Releases

 � Unboxings of book subscription boxes
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       New To Booktube Tag time to meet other booktubers

New to Booktube Tag
Answer all of these questions and label your video: The Booktube Newbie Tag

 � 1. Where are you joining us from?

 � 2. How old are you?

 � 3. Why did you join booktube?

 � 4. What is the meaning behind your channel name? (If it’s something other 
than your name,)

 � 5. What types of books do you read / want to talk about here?

 � 6. Who are some of your Favorite authors?

 � 7. What’s the last book you read?

 � 8. What are you currently reading?

 � 9. What do you use for bookmarks?

 � 10. Show us your current TBR pile!

 � 11. Which do you prefer: Hard cover or paper back? Ebooks or Physical 
books? Owning or borrowing books?

 � 12. What book or series got you into reading?

 � 13. How did you discover Booktube?

 � 14. What challenges do you think you’ll face with your own channel?

 � 15. Where else can we find you? Link Up! (social media)
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       New To Booktube Tag time to meet other booktubers

the starting point
of all achievement

is desire
 - napoleon hill

subscribe 
new videos every Monday

https://www.youtube.com/c/lisalondonbooks


